The CSH Charrette jumpstarts and streamlines how your community develops or updates its plan to end homelessness. It brings together varied stakeholders to quickly solve community problems related to homelessness. The CSH Charrette includes:

- Four to six months of facilitated planning with a diverse steering committee;
- A customized Charrette Week of expert-led discussions and concentrated planning; and
- A written report with concrete action steps and implementation strategies.

**HOW CAN A CHARRETTE BENEFIT MY COMMUNITY?**
Charrettes stimulate and reignite community interest in ending homelessness by:

- Dramatically decreasing planning time from two years or more to just four to six months;
- Establishing an open, transparent environment for concerns and questions;
- Advancing community conversation while confronting the most difficult issues; and
- Strengthening relationships across systems, programs and funders.

**WHO NEEDS A CHARRETTE?**
A CSH Charrette is right for any community planning to end homelessness—from those creating their first plan or orienting new elected leaders, to those seeing waning support for efforts to end homelessness.

**WHY CSH?**
We are the only national nonprofit exclusively dedicated to solving your toughest problems through supportive housing and systems reform. Our innovative Charrette planning approach and housing models are tested and based on the latest research in our field. Our team consists of experts on a broad range of community issues, hand-picked to serve you best. We’re passionate about ending homelessness and bringing all we’ve learned to your community.

consulting@csh.org